**CAPTAIN COOK’S QUINTET BEATEN FOR FIRST TIME THIS SEASON**

**Building of Mile Relay Goes On Despite Weather**

Captain Art Smith and Glen Bateman Acting as Founding Stones of Technology’s Entirely New Indoor Team

In spite of the most earnest efforts of the weather man to prevent him, Coach Kanaly is rapidly snapping into shape material for a team which will be unwieldy more than once by the time a practically full season is completed. He is able to count on the services of a successful team, Coach Kanaly is binding his efforts to train two others among his men to take up the burden with this pair.

**B.Y.M.C.U. Team an Appetizer for Engineer Matmen**

**Technology Wins One Fall—So Does Union—But Timely Victories Decide**

The Technology basketball team met its first defeat of the season Saturday evening when it lost to the New Hampshire State five on the Durham panzers’ floor by the score of 31-43. The cardinal and blue team scored sixteen points out of the way during the entire game and did not prove dangerous to the home team. Although Mike Miller managed to secure four goals from the floor and the Cambridge offense carried out to a ratio of seven men, Cook’s West were not able to show the form they exhibited in the first two games.

The fact that the losing team was so very slippery hindered both teams a great deal at both the start and the finish. The harvested form broke down the first three times, but since the Cardinal and blue team scored sixteen goals out of the way during the entire game, the upstate outfit lost ground and eventually lost hope in the face of the formidable form of the visiting Engineers.

With Glen’s skill pitted against Art Myerson, it was evident that the rivalry between Bateman and Myerson would not be averted. But the outcome was settled when Coach Kanaly appeared and he felt more at home with the men who wore the blue and white uniforms.
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